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ABSTRACT 

The lecture presents an apercu of recent advances tn the modeHng of 
damage and fracture of micro-tnhomogeneous materials by nonlocal continuum. 
After recittng the basic problems with the classical smeared cracking model, 
the concept of nonlOCAl conttnuwn 1s descrLbed and the manner tn whtch it 
serves as a locaHzatLon Umf.ters f.s discussed. Arguments for adopttng the 
nonlocal approach are then reviewed. and a particularly effective form of the 
nonlocal approach, called the nonlocal continuum with local stratn (or 
nonlOCAl damage) 1s clescrLbed tn some detail. Various examples of large-scale 
ftnite element analysts of straln-softentng structural faiZures are 
presented. Ftnally. the lecture presents in greater detaU a new nonlocal 
form of the mtcrop1ane model for concrete. which 1s particularly versatile 
and powerful. in its material modeling capability. being able to simUlate both 
tensUe and co/ltpi essive spUtting fractures as well as general nonlinear 
trl.a.xi.al behavior of concrete. The mLcrostructural mechanlsms. stabUity 
aspects of damage loc.aHza1:lon MJd. tbetr ImpHcations for .s.i:zeeffect. which 
are also discussed in the lecture, are beyond the scope of the present 
artLcle. which 1s focused only on finite element modeling. 

INTRODUcnON 

The nonlocal approach is an effective and general way to deal with the 
problems of localization and spurious mesh sensitivity (or inobjectivity) 
inherent to distributed damage in general and smeared cracking in particular. 
The purpose of the present lecture is to review recent advances in this 
approach and attempt an appraisal of the current research directions. In 
addition, the lectures will present in more detail a new versatile 
constitutive-fracture model for concrete (Baiant and 01bolt 11,2)) which 
represents a nonlocal generalization of the microplane model and can describe 
both tensile a compression splitting fractures as well as general nonlinear 
triaxial behavior. Although the lecture will also discuss the stability 
aspects, microstructural mechanisms and size effects associated with damage 
localization, space limitations demand that the present article be limited to 
finite element modeling. 
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SMEARED CRACKING: REASONS FOR ITS USE AMI) PROBLEMS 

If the smeared cracking approach is adopted, and if at the same time 
localization of cracking into a zone of arbitrarily small width is a 
possibility, one must use some form of localization llmlter, which prevents 
the smeared cracking zone from becoming narrower than a certain minimum width 
w that is a material property. (This llmltation applies only for the actual 
miterial properties; if these properties are modified, a smaller width can of 
course be permitted; see ACI (3). The smeared cracking, introduced be Rashid 
(4) has become the most widely used approach in practice~ One may give four 
reasons for adopting this approach: 

L Computational convenience. 
Z. The fact that distributed damage iD general and densely distributed 

parallel cracks in particular are indeed often observed- in structures (the 
bert evidence to date of a wide zone of distributed damage in front of a 
fracture is provided my measurements of the locations of sound emission 
sourcesl. 

3. The fact that" a crack in c:anc:reur is not straight but highly tortuous, 
and such a crack is represented by a smeared crack band probably better than 
by a IiDe crack. 

4. In case- that parallel cracks in concrete are densely and uniformly 
distributed, the fact such cracks are well represented by smeared cracking 
(with the minimum crack band width equal of the actual spacing of the 
parallel cracks), while the line crack model is for this case unobjective 
unless it is generalized by imposing a minimum spacing of the cracks (equal 
to the crack band width). 

There are, however, serious problems with the classical smeared cracking 
models. They are in principle unobjective as they exhibit spurious mesh 
sensitivity (SUant (5)), i.e. the results may depend significantly on the 
subjective choice of the mesh size (element size) by the analyst. For 
example, in a tensioned rectangular plain concrete panel with a rectangular 
finite element mesh, the cracking localizes into a band of single-element 
width. The stress in the element Just ahead of the crack band front increases 
as the mesh is refined, and tends to infinity as the element size tends to 
zero (Buant and Cedolin (6,7,81; Darwin (9), Rots et a1. (10)). 
Consequently, the load needed to extend the crack band into the next element 
is less for a finer mesh (It decreases roughly by the factor Vv'Z if the 
element size is halved, and tends to zero as the element size tends to zero). 
In structures where the crack band grows at increasing load (e.g. diagonal 
shear failure of beams), the maximum load decreases as the mesh is refined 
(Buant and Cedolin, discussion of (Z)). Furthermore, the energy that is 
consumed (and dissipated) during structural failure depends of the mesh size, 
and tends to zero as the mesh size tends to zero. Such behavior, which is 
encountered not only for cracking with a sudden stress drop but also for 
gradual crack formation with a finite slope of the post-peak tensile 
strain-softening stress-strain diagram (SUant and Oh (11)), is unobjective. 
It makes the classical smeared cracking unacceptable as a general approach, 
although in some structures such inobJectivity might be mild or even 
negligible (this occurs especially when the failure is due to yield of 
reinforcement rather than cracking of concrete). 

To avoid the inobjectivity or spurious mesh sensitivity, some form of a 
mathematical device called localization limiter must be introduced. A general 
form of localization limiter is implied in nonlocal averaging. 



NONLOCAL CONTINtJUl( CONCEPT AND SPATIAL AVERAGING 

Nonlocal continuum is a continuum in which at least some field variables 
are sUbjected to spatial averaging over a c:ertaln finite neighborhood of a 
point. For example, the aver.,e (nonlocal) strain is defined as 

C • ~ ! «(x - .) a:(.) dV(.) -! «'(x,.) a:(.) dV(.) (1) 
yr,X J V V 

in which ':- (x) • Iy«(x - .) dV(.) and «'(x,.) - «(x - .)/V ~x) ; £lx) is 
the usual (lbcal) strain at a point of coordinate vector x: V is the volume 
of the structure: V r for an infinite solid represents the representative 
volume of the material (Flg. 1), understood as the smallest volume for which 
the heterogeneous material can be treated as a continuum (the size of V is 
determined by the characteristic length L, which introduces the localiz~tion 
limited: « is the given weight function, which decays with the distance from 
point x and is zero or nearly zero at points sufficiently remote from x; and 
the superimposed bar denotes the averaging operator. 

As the simplest form of the weight function, one may consider « - 1 within 
a certain representative volume V centered at point x and « • 0 outside this 
volume. Convergence of numericaY solutions, however , is better if a is a 
smooth bell-shaped function. An effective choice is (Flg. Ie) 

2 2 
« • 11 - (rlpOL) I if Irl < POL. a - 0 if Irl ~ POL (2) 

where r • I x - .1 - distance from point x, L - characteristic length 
(material propert y, Flg. 1), and 4> 0 • coefficient chosen in such a manner 
that the volume under function a glven by Eq. 2 be equal to the volume under 
function a-I (Flg. lc) for r s lI2 and « - 0 for r > lI2 (which represents 
a line segment in W, a circle in 20, and a sphere ~n 3D). From this 
requirement, Po - 15/16 - 0.9375 for one dimension, Po - "3/4 - 0.9086 for 
two dimensions, and Po - 3"105/192 - 0.8178 for three dimensions. 
(Alternatively, the normal distribution function has also been used instead 
of Eq. 2 and was found to work well enough, although its values are nowhere 
exactly zero.) Note that the limit of nonlocal continuum for L .... 0 is the 
local continuum (because c - a:). 

For points whose distance from all the boundaries is larger than ft.. L. 
V (x) - VL • constant; otherwise the averaging volume protrudes outside the 
bbdy. and then V,.(x) is variable because the averaging domain is not constant 
(FLg. lb). . 

In finite element 1:Omputation, the .spatial avera.giIw hrtqrals are 
evaluated by finite sums over all the integration points of aD 'the finite 
elements of the structure. For this purpose, the matrix of the values of «' 
for all the integration points of all the elements is computed and stored in 
advance of i"inite element analysis. 

The concept of nonlocal continuum was originally conceived and over a long 
time studied for elastic materials with a randomly heterogeneous 
microstructure (Kraner 1121, Krumhansl £131. Levin £141. Kunin !lSI. Beran 
and McCoy, £ringen and Edelen 1161, £ringen and Ari (17)). The macroscopic 
continuum stresses vex) and strains a:(x) in such a material are defined as 
the statistical averages of the randomly scattered microstresses v MX) and 
microstrains v J x), taken over a suitabie representative volume around point 
x. 

The statistical theory of elastic heterogeneous material developed during 
the 1960's showed that if dx) is nonuniform, the macroscopic constitutive 
reiation is not exactly of the form v(x) - function of dx) but vex) also 
depends on the the average macroscopic straln c(x) from a certain 
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Figure 1. Spatial averaging. 
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Figure 2. Crack band model. 
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characteristic volume centered at point x, even though c(x) itself is and 
average of the microstrain field ~ . .Jx) from the representative volume (ng. 
ld). This important result provided'"'the original impetus for the development 
of nonlocal elasticity. 

During the 1980's, the nonlocal concept was established as an effective 
means to impose a limitation on the minimum width of a region in which 
cracking damage can localize (BUant, Belytschko and Chang U81, Bafant (19); 
cf. a review in BUant (20)). 

TYPES OF LOCALIZATION LIUlTERS 

Several types of localization limiters have been proposed: 

1. Crack Band Model. The simplest localization limiter is to impose a 
minimum admissible finite element size, w , which can be used in conjunction 
with the actual material properties (if tlie post-peak declining slope of the 
stress-strain diagram is decreased, however, this minimum size can be 
reduced). This is the essence of the crack band model (Buant (21); Buant 
and Oh (11)), ng. 2. 

Practically the most important feature of the crack band model is that it 
can represent the effect of structure size on: (1) the maximum load of the 
structure, in agreement with the (approximate) size effect law (proposed in 
Buant (22)), and (2) on the slope of the post-peak load-deflection diagram. 
The classical smeared cracking, on the other hand, cannot represent the size 
effect. (We mean the deterministic size effect due to the release of stored 
energy of the structure. not the statistical Weibull-type size effect, which 
plays only a minor role in structures that do not fail at the crack 
initiation but only after extensive cracking, as is normally the case for 
concrete structures; cf. ACI (3)). 

The limitation by w (, how e ver, bas drawbacks, too. The finIte element 
system is an approximation to a continuous body, and the results must 
converae to the exact continuum solution as the element mesh is refined. For 
the crack band model. however, convergence cannot be checked because it is 
probibhed to decrease the element size below we. From the physical 
viewpoint, another problem is that the crac:kina ~ neat the front of a 
continuous fracture (Le. the fJ"llCtUre process zone) is represented by a band 
single element wide and cannot be subdivided into many elements; 
consequently. possible qriaticas in 'the process zone size. which cause 
~atiCID d -etT«:ttfe fnu:tm'e aergy (i.e. R-cune bebaviar) cannot be 
captured and 'the stress and strain states throtJKhout the fracture -process 
zone cannot be resolved. 

2. Nonloc.l Continuum. A Beneral localization limiter is provided by the 
nanlocal continuum. "Ihe nonlocal approach makes it possible to refine the 
element mesh arbitrarily, and so convergence to an exact continuum solution 
becomes meaninsful and the stress and strain distributions "throughout the 
fracture process zone can be resolved (although, due to random inhomogeneity 
of the microstructure, these have merely a statistical meaning, representing 
the averages taken over many macroscopically identical structures). 

Practically the most important feature of a nonlocal finite element model 
is that it can correctly represent the effect of structure size on the 
maximum load, as well as on the post-peak slope of the load-deflection 
diagram. 

3. Gradient Models. Another general way to introduce a localization 
limiter is to use a constitutive relation in which the stress is a function 
(or functional) of not only the strain but also the first or second spatial 
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derivatives (or gradients) of strain. This idea appeared originally in the 
theory of elasticity. A special form of this idea, which is called Cosserat 
continuum and is characterized by the presence of couple stresses, was 
introduced in the work of Cosserats (231 as a continuum approximation of the 
the behavior of crystal lattices on a small scale. A generalization of 
Cosserat continuum, involving rotations of material points, is the micropolar 
continuum of £ringen (241. 

Recently (BUant U91, Schreyer et al. (25) , Vardoulaltis et al. (261 it 
has been realized that the idea of using spatial gradients of strains or 
strain-related variables can be co-opted to serve- as a localization limiter. 
It has been shown (BUant (19)) that expansion of the averaging integral (Eq. 
1) into Taylor series generally yields a constitutive relation in which the 
stress depends on the second spatial derivatives of strain, provided the 
averaging domain is symmetric and does not protrude outside the body, and 
also on the first spatial derivatives (sradients) 0( strain, provided this 
domain is unsymmetric or protrudes outside, as it happens for points near the 
boundary (FLg. lb). Note also that, since the dimension of a gradient is 
(l/length)-times that of the differentiated variable, introduction of a 
gradient into the constitutive equation inevitably requires a characteristic 
length, t, as a material property. Thus, the use of spatial gradients can be 
regarded as an approximation to nonlocal continuum, or as its special case. 

Schreyer et al. (25) proposed a constitutive relation which is a 
modification of plasticity which uses not only the yield limit but also the 
spatial gradient of the yield limit. They applied this formulation to dynamic 
and static one-dlmensional strain-softenmg problems and showed the use of 
the spatial gradient does Indeed prevent locallzation of strain-softening 
into a point, thus serving as a localization limiter. The Cosserat continuum 
concepts have been applied by Vardoulaltls et aI. [26,27J to strain-softening 
shear bands in soils, a problem mathematically analogous to tensile cracking 
of concrete. Again they demonstrated that localization into a zone of zero 
volume is prevented. A similar idea, consisting of the application of the 
diffusion operator to straln, was proposed in continuum mechanics by Aifantis 
and TriantafylIidis [28,291. 

In material research of concrete, the Idea of a spatial gradient appeared 
in the work of L'Hennite et al. [30J, who found that, in order to describe 
differences between observations on small and large specimens, the formation 
of shrinkage cracks needs to be assumed to depend not only on the shrinkage 
stress but also on Its spatial gradient (see also L'Hermite (30) and a 
discussion In BUant (31J). From the present viewpoint, this was probabiy the 
first appearance of the nonlocal concept in fracture. The idea that the 
stress gradient (or equivaiently the strain gradient) influences the material 
response has also been advanced by Karsan and Jirsa [32J and others in order 
to describe the measured strength of concrete beams under flexure and axiai 
loading. The use of strain gradient was also proposed for describing some 
test results on metal fatigue in beams. 

The nonlocal averaging integral is meaningful only if the finite elements 
are not larger than about one third of the representative volume (Droz and 
Buant (331, BUant (34)). The gradient approach, on the other hand, offers 
the possibility of using finite elements as large as the representative 
volume (i.e. roughly equal to t). Thus, the gradient approach offers the 
possibility of using a smaller number of finite elements in the analysis. 
F'inite element implementation of the gradient approach for concrete has been 
worked out by Belytschko and Lasry (35). It appears, however, that the 
programming may be more complicated and less versatile than for the spatial 
averaging integrals. The problem is that one must enforce interelement 
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continuity of not only the displacements but also the strains. This requires 
the use of higher-order elements, or alternatively, if the first-order 
elements are preferred, the use of an independent strain field with separate 
first-order finite elements. Anyhow, the gradient approach deserves deeper 
study. 

4. Artt/letal vlscoslty. The problems of localization into a zone of zero 
volume and the associated spurious mesh sensitivity are related to a change 
of type of the differential equation, ca~ by the loss of positive 
definlteness of the tangential stiffness matrix of the material due to strain 
softening. In space, the type of the partial differential equation changes 
from elliptic to hyperbolic and in space-time it changes from hyperbolic to 
elliptic, in which case one gets what is called in mathematics an 'ill-posed' 
problem (Courant and Hilbert (36)). The consequence of the latter is that the 
material in a strain-softening state cannot propagate loading waves Cit can 
still propagate unloading waves, though) (Hadamard (37), Thomas, and Sandler 
(38). 

This con~uence, which is from the mathematical viewpoint at the root of 
all the problems with straln-softening, can be eliminated by introducing some 
sort of viscosity (or creep) into the constitutive equation (which is usually 
done according to Maxwell viscoelastic model). The partial differential 
equation of motion of the continuum Ci.e. the wave equation) then remains of 
hyperbolic type (and the problem remains 'well posed'). This approach to 
overcoming the problems of strain-softening was proposed for damage in metals 
by Needleman et al.(39). It works, but only to a limited extent. Instead of 
localizing instantly, the strain softening localizes into a zone of zero 
volume gradually. Thus a realistic response can be obtained in this manner 
only for a range of loading rates or time delays. But for loading that is too 
fast or too slow, or times that are too short or too long (compared to the 
relaxation time associated with material viscosity), localizatlon problems 
and spurious mesh sensitivity are again manifested. 

'THEOJtETICAL ARGUYENTS FOR. NONLOCAL APPROACH 

1. StaUstlcal Theory 0/ Heterog~ Jlatertals. As already mentioned, 
statistical theory of heterogeneous elastic materials has shown that the 
macroscopic (continuum) stress at 1l point depends not only on 1he macroscopic 
strain at that point but also on the spatial average (or gradient) of thls 
strain over tbe repn.ii1 ' a "we mame. One- may reascmably -expect the same to 
be true for "the inelastic part of maa oecopic strain, e.g. for the a-ac:king 
strain, although a proof bas DOt been given. 

2. Char.acterLst1c length. Whether the body ls large or small must have no 
influence on the materlal properties, jf deflned properly. If the body is 
large, its fallure is emerned by linear 1!lastic fracture mechanics, for 
which }he basic material property ls the fracture energy, ct, whose dimension 
is J/m. If the body is small, the response depends only on the stress-strain 
relation, whose basic characteristic is the area under the complete tensile 
uniaxial stress-strain diagram with strain-softening. This area represents 
the dissipated enerc per unit volume, W s , whose dimension is J/m 

3 
• The ratio 

Go /W has the dimension of length, and happens to be approximately equal to 
the &aracteristic length of nonlocal continuum, t (BUant and 
Pijaudier-Cabot (40)). Wathematically, the way a material parameter of the 
dimension of length can get manifested in the constitutive relation is either 
a spatial averaging integral or a spatial gradient - each a basic attribute 
of nonlocal continuum. 
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The relation t - W /~ provides the basis of a simple method of measuring 
the characteristic le~gth (Bahnt and Pijaudier-cabot (40)), as described in 
ACI (1990). For one particular concrete, this method indicated that t iI 2.7 
da where da • maximum aggregate size. 

3. HomogenLzatlon. It would be nice if homogenization theory could provide 
the continuum approximation to a solid consisting of an elastic matrix and 
elastic inclusion, with an array of microcracks. But this seems too 
difficult. So far, such a result has been obtained only for the 
one-dimensional problem of a quasiperiodic parallel cubic array of either 
small penny-shaped cracks 01' small circular ligaments in an infinite 
homogeneous elastic body. subjected to uniaxial stress in the direction 
normal to the cracks (Bdant (411). In these two simple cases. the conditions 
of maao-mic:ro compatibility and of macro-micro work equivalence have been 
satisfied. exactly, and the result of continuum homogenization was a non local 
continuum, with a characteristic length t equal to the spacing of cracks. 

Since, in an analytical fann. the continuum homogenization problem for the 
general case of a matrix with random iDclusion and random cracks appears 
unsurmountable. one must turn to numerical modeling. 

4. Random Particle- Model. Ind1rec:t e9ideDce for the nanlocal character of 
homogenizing continuum can be obtained numerically, usin& the random particle 
model, which approximately simulates the basic properties of the 
microstructure of concrete (Bahnt, Tabbara, Kazeml and Pljaudier-cabot (421: 
Bdant and Tabbara (43)). In similarity to Cundall's (44) particle model for 
sand. The aggregate pieces in concrete are modeled as rigid particles 
separated by thin contact layers of matrix. The particles are assumed to 
interact only by center-to-center forces, and shear interactions between 
particles are neglected (they could be taken into account, but have been 
found unessential). The particle interaction is elastic up to the given 
interparticle strength limit, after which the stress-displacement diagram 
descends linearly, with a slope determined from the the given interparticle 
fracture energy. 

While the general constitutive law of the homogenizing continuum appears 
impossible to find, one can calculate from this model the properties which 
distinguish the local and nonlocal continua. The basic one is the size 
effect on nominal strength. If the continuum were local, this effect would 
have to be the same as in linear elastic fracture mechanics. If it is 
nonlocal, the size effect must be transitional between plasticity (no size 
effect) and linear elastic fracture mechanics. Now, calculations (Ba~ant. 
Tabbara, Kazemi and Pijaudier-cabot (42)) showed that the latter is the case. 
Furthermore, the fracture energy of the continuum that homogenizes the random 
particle system, Grand the energy dissipated per unit volume, WS ' have been 
calculated numerically, from which the characteristic length of the 
homogenizing continuum has been determined as t - Gf /W s. 

NONLOCAL CONTINUUM WITH LOCAL STRAIN 

The original nonlocal continuum model for strain-softening (Ba~ant, 
Belytschko and Chang (18); Bdant (19)) involved the nonlocal (averaged) 
strain c as the basic kinematic variable. This was shown to correspond to a 
system of imbricated (I.e. overlapping in a regular manner, like roof tiles) 
finite elements, overlaid by a regular finite element system. Although this 
imbricate model was found to indeed limit localization of strain softening 
and guarantee mesh insensitivity, especially in terms of energy dissipated at 
failure (SUant and Chang (45)), the programming was complicated. due to 
nonstandard form of the differential equations of equfllbrlum and boundary 
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conditions. 

The property that lives rise to this nonstandard form may be explained by 
considering the derivation from the virtual work relation 

tJw - J crii~) tJCij dV - J f i tJui dV - J Pi tJui dS - 0 (3) 
V V S 

where V, S - volume and surface of the structure; f 'iP r liven volume and 
surface forces; u I - disp!.acements andcrij - stresses. "The fact that the 
strain in the var ation tJeij is nonlocal poses difficulties, however. For a 

local continuum one can set tJeij - tJui,j and then use Gauss integral theorem 

to obtain the differential equations and boundary conditions. But here this 
standard procedure is impossible since tJCij involves a spatial integral or 

spatial gradient. A much more complex procedure had to be devised (Buant 
(19)). This experience led to the idea of a partially nonlocal continuum in 
which tJCij in Eq. 3 is replaced by tJe

ij 
but cr

ij 
is still determined from C

ij 
(and the elastic strains are taken as local). After this modification, Gauss 
integral theorem can be applied to the first integral in Eq. 3, and then the 
resulting differential equations of equilibrium and the boundary conditions 
are of standard form. 

Such a nonlocal model, called the nonlocal continuum with local strain 
(BaUnt and Pijaudier-Cabot [46,47), Pijaudier-cabot and BaUnt [48,49, 
BUant and Lin [SO,5lJ), has proven to be quite simple and effective for 
finite element programming. In this formuiation, the usual constitutive 
relation for strain softening is simply modified so that all the state 
variables that characterize strain softening are calculated from the nonlocal 
rather than local strains. Then. all that is necessary to change in a local 
finite element program is to provide a subroutine which delivers (at each 
integration point of each element. and in each iteration of each loading 
step) the value of C

iI 
The nonlocal continuum with local strain can be of various kinds. In 

nonlocal c1amage ~ (Pijaudier-<:abot and Bdant J481). one needs to either 
calculate the nonlocal damage 11 from i 1 Dr' replace the usual (local) damage 
Col with its spatial average D. If straifllsortening is considered w be the 
consequence of degradation .of the ,yield limit ""T (BahDt and Lin [SO)), either 
""T must be replaced by its spatial uerage -i or the "Value of the eff~ve 
plastic strain 7P from which ""T is calculated must be replaced by its spatial 
average ~. If strain 1Ioftening is described through the fracturing strain 

efr , one needs to either replace efr with its spatial average cfr or 
- -fr - - -
calculate nonlocal £ from £ rather than £. 

The essential property of .all these variants is that the energy 
dissipation density rate due to damage must be nonlocal. Then it can be 
mathematically proven that the energy dissipation density rate cannot 
localize into a vanishing volume. 

Other mathematical arguments for a nonlocal continuum with a local elastic 
strain and nonlocal energy dissipation were advanced by Simo [52), from the 
viewpoint of regularization. 

The localization instability in a bar made of the nonlocal continuum 
withlocal strain has been studied by numerical solution of a certain integral 
equation (BUant and Pijaudier-<:abot (47)). It was found that the width of 
the localization segment is roughly 1.88 t. This gives the approximate 
thickness of the cracking bands. 
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While the original imbricate (fully nonlocal) continuum model fen- strain 
softening was fully symmetric, the recent nonlocal continuum with local 
strain is not always symmetric. The nonsymmetry, which is manifested in a 
lack of symmetry of the tangential stiffness matrix of the structure, has two 
causes: (1) the averaging domain included both loading and unioading regions, 
and (2) the averaging domain protrudes outside the body. Without these two 
causes, the tangential stiffness matrix would be symmetric. The lack of 
symmetry has so far been found to cause no problem in finite element 
computations. These computations, based on the initial stiffness method, 
used for the iterations in each loading step the initial elastic stiffness 
matrix, which is always symmetric. 

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

Example 1: StabUUy of a Tunnel CBaDnt and Lin [SO}. A subway tunnel 
(FLg. 3) is excavated in a strain-softening soil. To make possible excavation 
by a tunneling machine, the soil is first stabilized by injecting cement 
grout from the surrace. which converts the soil into a sort of low-strength 
concrete. which is described by the Uohr-Coulomb plasticity model whose yield 
limit decreases linearly as a function of' the nonlocal (spatially averaged) 
effective plastic strain. The excavation (without temporary supports) leads 
to development of' strain-sof'teoi zooes at the sides of the tunnel. and 
there is a tendency toward cave-in failure. The excavation process is 
simulated in two dimensions by gradually reducing the stresses acting on the 
outline of the tunnei to zero. The problem is solved by finite elements, and 
in order to assess convergence, four meshes shown in Fig. 3 are used, with 
21S, 60S, 1640 and 3248 unknown displacements. Based on the observed spacing 
of the inhomogeneities in the stabilized soil (about 0.6 m), the 
characteristic length is assumed to be t - I.S m. 

Fig. 4a shows the boundary of the strain-softenlng zone calculated for 
each mesh, and it is seen that the results for the four meshes agree well, 
indicating good convergence. Fig. 4b shows the calculated histories of the 
lateral displacement at the side of the tunnel as a function of the degree of 
excavation, for both local and nonlocal analysis. The nonlocal results are 
seen to converge but the locai results for the two finest meshes still differ 
significantly. It is also interesting to note that the running time for the 
largest mesh (on Gray-II supercomputer) has been shorter for the nonlocal 
program that for the corresponding local program. Apparently, the stabilizing 
effect of the nonlocal formuiation engenders a faster convergence of 
iterations, which outweighs the time needed for calculating the spatial 
averages. 

Example Z. Nonlocal Smeared Cracldng Analysls of a Beam (Batant and Lin 
(51)). Geometrically similar notched beams of three different sizes of ratio 
1:2:4 are analyzed using the meshes of four-node quadrilaterals shown in 
Fig. Sa. The concrete is described by the noniocal smeared cracking modei, 
which is the same as the classical smeared cracking except that the cracking 
strain is calculated from the maximum principal value of the spatially 
averaged nonlocal strain £ rather than local strain £ (the nonlocal 
constitutive model was descr Tbed in ACI (3). The stress is assumed to decrease 
with the maximum nonlocal principal strain either linearly or exponentially. 
The characteristic length is taken in the first case as 2.3 in. (5S.4 mm) and 
in the second case as 3.2 in. (S1.2 mm), while the maximum aggregate size is 
d

a 
.. 0.5 in. 02.7 mm). 

The maximum values of the nominal stress erN (load divided by beam depth 
and thickness) obtained by non local finite element analysis with step-by-step 
loading are plotted in Fig. 5b (in logarithmic scales) as a function of the 
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Figure 3. Example of meshes used for twmel cave-in analysis (after Bafant 
and Lin, 1988). 
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tunnel cave-in (af~er BUant and Un, 1988) 
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relative beam depth d/ d A' both linear and exponential softening laws. For 
comparison, the figure ;uso shows the test results of Babnt and Pfeiffer 
[53) and their optimum fit by the size effect law (reviewed in ACI report 
[3). We see that the agreement is quite good (for both softening laws). This 
demonstrates that the nonlocal finite element model can represent the size 
effect quite well. The usual, local finite element programs, by contrast, 
give no size effect, and linear elastic fracture mechanics gives too strong a 
size effect, represented in the figure by the straight line of slope -1/2. 
Ftg. 6& shows the calculated strain-softening zones (cross-hatched areas) and 
fully fractured zones (black areas); it is interested to note that there are 
mild differences amoll8 the zones for specimens of various sizes (which is a 
source of the R-curve behavior). 

FLg. 6b shows the results obtained .-or- slanted ~ meshes (on the 
right) compared to allgned meshes (on the left)~ This illustrates another 
important advantage of the nonlocal approach: If the element size is less 
than about 1/3 of the the characteristic. leagth I.. there is no mesh bias with 
regard to the c:racIt direction. With the cradt band model and other local 
~ it: is impossible to pt the fractures in the- specimens with the 
slanted meshes (on the right) run vertically, as they should. 

EXample. ~ TensiLe and C:ompresston FaLl.ures (Babnt and Oibolt flI, Droz. 
and BUant (33)). A rectangular concrete specimen in plane strain, loaded by 
prescribed uniform displacement increment at the top boundary (FLg. 7). is 
analyzed using the two meshes shown. The materiai Is described by the 
nonlocal mlcroplane model (see ACI. 1990). taken from BUant and Prat [54). 
which can represent tensile cracking in multiple directions as well as 
nonlinear triaxiai behavior in compression and shear, including post-peak 
response. Ftg. 7 shows the calculated load-displacement diagrams (for free 
lateral sliding at top and bottom boundaries) obtained by local and nonlocal 
analysis for the two meshes. We see that while the local results differ 
substantially (spurious mesh sensitivity), the nonlocal results are nearly 
mesh independent (except for a small numerical error). 

Furthermore, notched three-point-bend specimens of three sizes in the 
ratio 1:2:4 are analyzed using the three meshes shown in FLg.8. The 
calculated values on the nominai stress /TN (maximum load divided by specimen 
depth d and thickness) are plotted in Tog-scales as a function of the 
relative size d/d. We see that the results exhibit the correct size effect, 
in good agreementawith the test results of Baiant and Pfeiffer [53) and with 
the size effect law. The figure also shows the contours of the 
strain-softening zone (black), nonlinear hardening zone (densely 
cross-hatched) and elastic zone where the difference from the linear elastic 
asymptotic near-tip field does not exceed 570 of the tensile strength of 
concrete (white). 

Finally, FLg. 9 shows a specimen loaded in compression whose material is 
described by Drucker-Prager plasticity with a nonlocal degrading yield limit. 
The finite elements that are strain-softening are marked by black dots, and 
those that started to strain-soften but subsequently unloaded by asterisks. 
The finite element results reveal that the failure mode consists of a shear 
band. Note that the shear band running obliquely through the square mesh can 
be modeled by the nonlocal approach without having to resort to special 
finite elements with discontinuous strain or displacement field, which were 
recentiy developed for shear band analysis by the usual (local) finite 
element codes (Leroy and Ortiz [551; Dvorkin, Coutinho and Gioia , private 
comm.). This Is made possible by the fact that the finite element size is not 
more than 1/3 of the characteristic length t. 
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CA. 

Figure 6. Nonlinear and strain-softening zones in notched beam (after Ba2ant 
and Lin. 1988). 
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h may also be not«i that the latest litudiesof compression failure of 
concrete with the nonlocal microplane model have shown that the axial 
splitting failure am be obtamed If there is large e:oough vol~ dlliuancy 
due to deviatoric straining in the f1 actw-es process :zone CBah.nt and ~bolt 
(2). 

CONCLUSION 

As the preceding- -exposition bas demonstrated. the nonlocal finite element 
analysis of concrete fracture gives results which agree with all the basic 
theoretical requirements as well as experimental results available at 
present. It is free of spurious mesh sensitivity. yet can describe zones of 
smeared cracking (distributed damage). It is also free of bias due to mesh 
line direction. It correctly represents the size effect on the nominal 
strength. which (in agreement with the size effect law) exhibits a transition 
between plasticity (no size effect) and linear elastic fracture mechanics 
(the strongest possible size effect). It also gives the size effect on the 
post-peak descending slope of the load-deflection diagram. The nonlocal 
finite element analysis appears ready for practical applications. 
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